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KOCK.rocks BiPolar Radio 
 

1. KOCK.rocks is a Non-Commercial Amateur Internet Radio Station 
operated in Albuquerque, NM, U.S.A.   

2. Shoutcast directory at https://directory.shoutcast.com. Search for "kock" 
3. KOCK.rocks BiPolar Radio (KOCK) located in the Triasm Region, Satori 

Continent, North-West Peninsula. This is the inworld home for the 
Internet radio station, http://kock.rocks. 

4. Music streams for all parcels is KOCK. 
5. You can enjoy KOCK too. In-world, at home or work, while doing G-rated stuff and XXX rated stuff is the best. 
6. Enjoy some KOCK, because Big KOCK is more fun. 
7. BiPolar Radio, it doesn't hurt to be bipolar, but it might help. 
8. You're listening to Kock, K O C K Albuquerque New Mexico USA, home of the international balloon fiesta.  

Where you can get naturally high and naturally high! 
9. You know why the chicken crossed the road?  Because there was KOCK on the other side. 
10. If you think the music is talking to you, just twist up another one and wait for the next message. 
11. For the extreme variety of music, hop on KOCK.ROCKS. 
12. Albuquerque, New Mexico, U.S.A. is also known as the Duck City. 
13. Home of the National Nuclear Museum. 

 
My, how the Zombie Apocalypse  COVID Pandemic has changed plans and life. Plans include becoming a Low Power 
FM (LP-FM) broadcast station in Duke City.  Currently, a bug is in the way of several things. 

History Background 
College, everything starts in college, brewing, growing your own, tech giants.  Some things are made in high school, 
ceramic bongs from pottery, metal power hitters from shops and that aluminum coke can bong from economics class.  
But the really good stuff starts in college, for the serious that is.   
 
KOCK.rocks has Punky Rooster. Something American and looks good as a tattoo.   
 
America has developed her own styles over the years.  This is the result of America being the melting pot of the World. 
 
There has been a wide variety of music and sounds that has been streamed from KOCK.rocks since inception. KOCK 
has been an Internet Radio station since 1996, Moving forwards, there's a lot of work to do before moving to a Low 
Power (LP) FM station, Variety is the Spice of Life, KOCK.rocks is on a mission to remind America that America is as 
the World and to show the World Harmony through Diversity. 
 
I've had what I called my bipolar stream up since college days at DeVry, Institute of Technology in Kansas City, 
Missouri. I named it KOCK and added it as /kockrocks to my personal site that resulted from another assignment.  It 
was cheap enough to grab a domain for S&Gs, (shits and grins) just to take my assignments serious. There just weren't 
any domains that I wanted to follow with "kock dot ..." existing at that time. It stayed that way for some time until 
August 6, 2014, when the Domain .rocks became available. 
 
I had Thunderchild.net for some time before the "dot rocks" domain name was out, and it happened just at the right 
time I wanted to get more fully engaged in music and musical ambitions. The project is called "KOCK.rocks BiPolar 
Radio" and is publicly posted here at this site, http://kock.rocks/ with an associated live stream(s) posted at 
http://SHOUTcast.com/. At a future time, KOCK.rocks will file as a non-profit LLC to obtain the LPFM broadcasting 
license. 
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